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To the people over
here, to the people
over there... If you or anyone else you may know 

is talented, spread the magazine and 
the word. We welcome all submissions 
(photos, graffiti, design, fine art, tattoo 
art, articles, music for reviews, etc.) 
Please help us make it easier to expose 
your art. Send all submissions and info 
on upcoming events to:
wordup.ezine@gmail.com

Sign up for the eZine by typing 
‘subscribe’ in the subject line 
and emailing it to:
wordup.ezine@gmail.com

Submissions:
Artwork – high resolution PDFs 
or medium to high resolution 
(150 to 300 dpi) RGB Jpegs.
Articles – 300 to 500 words in 
a Microsoft Word document.

The views expressed in Word Up eZine are those 
of the respective contributors and not necessarily 

shared by the eZine and its staff.

Word Up eZine welcomes new contributions, 
but assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs, illustrations, etc.

Word Up eZine is produced by
Word Up Productions CC.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

WORD UP

Word Up is down to support all kinds of creative expression 
whether it’s, visual art, photography or music etc. Creative is creative! Why 
I mention it is because I’m tired of people saying “this is real art” or “that’s 
not real art”. It’s all real art, you may not prefer that particular artist, music 
genre or form of expression but it still forms part of the bigger picture.

Together we have sufficient tools to make people aware of artists and 
events being ignored by the media. Word Up eZine is an opportunity for 
you to extend your reach...at no cost. So get involved. This is a movement 
that supports beautiful art. Get familiar with us.

In this issue, we dedicate more shine to women in the arts, with features 
on Blaq Pearl, Nadine Matthews, and Qba. We also have contributions 
from writers DelaRoss, Toni Stuart and Nadine Christians. Coco Putuma 
kindly provided us with potent wordplay for The Verse. With your help
we hope to continue unearthing talent of this calibre!

On the other end of the gender spectrum we get the down low on 
DJ Hamma’s album, MC El Phoenix and sculptor Shawn Smith. No
issue would be complete without covering a few events, so we’ve
got flix from Ladies in Hip-hop and the African Hip-hop Indaba.  

Special thanks to Arsenic for contributing music reviews, 
Kent Lingeveldt for all the photographs and Ashleigh Davids
for her help behind the scenes.

Congrats to the winners of our Cars 2 competition. Your Blu-Ray 
discs are in the post!

Join our tribe and help our artists and their various forms of 
expression flourish. If you haven’t made it into Word Up yet, 
don’t be mad, just send your biography to our email address: 
wordup.ezine@gmail.com

I’ll end this with an updated quote:
P.E.A.C.E. (Positive Energy/Education Activates Constant Elevation)

Onward and upward!

Big Dré
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Capetonians may have seen this funny three-cell cartoon strip in The Voice. When I learned that it was created by guys I knew, 
I took it upon myself to dig up some behind the scenes info. Neil Phyfer is a graf writer, illustrator, editor of roadkill magazine 
and chief architect behind Die Drie Skelms, he gives Word Up readers the inside scoop.

ILLUSTRATION

WORD UP

Die Drie Skelms
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1) What came first the characters and then 
the idea for the cartoon strip?  
We came up with concept for the characters way before we 
decided which medium it should be in. We originally had visions of 
an animated TV show! The strip came much later... 

2) How did you come up with the names of the 3 
characters and the name for the strip.
The names were just typical nick names you had for brasse when 
you were growing up.

The name ‘Die Drie Skelms’ came from the idea that the strip 
would be about three petty criminals who fail at all their crimes. 
Of course that’s not what it ended up being!!!

3) What are the names of the characters and 
give us some background on each.

Fiekie Fakes (the squirrel): He’s a squirrel trying to be a rat, 
because in his world the rats are the OG gangsters. He sports a 
heavy passion gap to make himself seem more hardcore than he 
[really] is, him and Tollie are heavy plastic gangsters. 

Tollie (The Pigeon): He is ‘k@k uitgevriet’ (greedy) fat pigeon. He’s 
not too bright and mumbles when he talks. He is Fiekie’s enforcer. 
Tollie has two main functions in life, eating and to skiet games (old 
school 2bop games).

Bunny (The Rabbit): There is no race in Drie Skelms, if there were, 
Bunny would be the ‘white guy’ in the group. He is focused on 
his homework and studies. Tollie and Fakes force him into their 
schemes but as they are his only friends, he tries to talk sense into 
their ‘get money’ brains.
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4) How did you go about creating the look 
of each character and their personalities?

I had some really rough drawings; Fong has a great talent for taking 
my roughs and making it [look] amazing. He made those characters 
what they are today. When we first came up with [the idea for] Drie 
Skelms, myself and a mate, Jeremy were in traffic discussing the 
fact that there were no local cartoons with raw and funny content. 
We discussed the basic ‘chommies’ you had at school so there are 
aspects of friends, family members and personal experiences in 
all 3 characters. There’s a bit of myself in each character. Fong has 
also brought his personality to the characters over the years. 

5) What was your role in the cartoon strip?

I wrote the scripts and ideas but in the beginning lots of 
brainstorming was done with Fong, Spot and Jeremy. I sent 
the ideas to Fong with notes saying: ‘have fun trying to fit all 
that into three blocks Fongus!’ Fong then penciled, hand inked 
them and eventually emailed them back to me. I digitally inked 
and coloured them, added speech bubbles and the text, finally 
I converted them to greyscale. Then it was emailed to The Voice.

6) How did you get ‘Die Drie Skelms’ into 
the Voice?

We had nine strips and a brief description which we emailed to 
The Voice but got no reply. The style and story catered to the 
readership of The Voice, so it wasn’t like we could take the project 
to The Argus or Die Son. After that I sent it to a few friends, pretty 
much shelved the idea and forgot about it. Six months later my 
mate Spot said a mutual childhood acquaintance could get us 
a meeting with The Voice. The acquaintance turned out to be the 
the unsung hero of this project. He went to school with the editor 
of The Voice, so he arranged for us to meet with the editor, and 
just like that Drie Skelms went into print.

7) How much creative control did you have 
over the strip?

It’s The Voice dude, the vuiler (dirtier) language you use the better. 
I think in three years, they had a problem with one strip. So we 
changed some dialogue and it was all good.

8) What message were you trying to get 
across with the strip?

The reason why Drie Skelms are animals and not people, is so we 
can say whatever we want, however we want. People should learn to 
laugh at themselves more and not be offended by ‘gat maak’ (jokes).

9) It’s a fact that there are very few SA 
comics on the self. Are there plans to keep 
‘Die Drie Skelms’ going in their own comic 
book? Or is the prospect of having to self-
publish too daunting?

With the content and dialogue we have, trying to get a publisher is 
almost impossible, I have self published a graffiti magazine before 
so to fund something like that would be no joke!

10) The strip isn’t in The Voice any longer. 
What are your plans for the future of Die Drie 
Skelms?

The next move is to go with our original idea of doing a Pilot for 
an animated show. We are trying to do everything ourselves, 
which can be challenging. Financing without a budget is quite fun 
too, but we don’t want to water down the concept just to make 
money. Hopefully if everything works out we will upload the pilot 
and episodes that follow for free viewing and launch a website 
that goes with it. The concept was always to make something local 
that’s actually funny!

Word Up: Thanks for talking to us. We’ll be on the lookout for 
the pilot of the animated series.

“The concept was always 
to make something local 
that’s actually funny!”
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Goema: it’s the distinct musical sound of Cape Town. 
For Colombian fi lmmaker Angela Ramirez it was a sound that 
made her sit up and listen to its story. 
Mama Goema: The Cape Town Beat in Five Movements 
is a fi lm by Angela, Sara Gouveia (of Portugal) and Calum 
MacNaughton (of South Africa). Its world premiere at the 
13th Encounters South African International Documentary 
Film Festival in June, played to three sold out screenings. 
It was named second most popular South African fi lm at 
the festival and the fi fth favourite overall. 

For Angela, making the fi lm was as much a journey as the 
story of the music itself. The idea for making a fi lm about 
music in Cape Town started in Colombia. She was already 
making documentary fi lms at home and found that music 
was a powerful way to tell people’s stories. When she came 
to Cape Town, she started asking around and “it was pretty 
much a journey through different genres, live music events 
and gigs”. Her limited English notwithstanding, Angela set out 
to discover as much as she could about the music of the city.

“Goema was always there, but it wasn’t the only one. 
There was hip hop and there was jazz and there was rock, 
even though I’m not into rock music, I know rock music is 
big in Cape Town. But then, I remember Calum taking me 
to a producer friend of his and he said, ‘Choose what you 
like’,” she says. 

Following and learning about the story of Goema led to 
her refl ecting and thinking about her own history and culture.

“For us colonisation was long ago but here it’s more 
recent, it’s still here in our language. Somehow this kind 
of environment pushes you to see the whole thing and be 
more aware of it. I didn’t think about race (before), we do 
have racism in Latin America but it’s very silent, we don’t 
question it anymore,” she says. 

Mama Goema follows the story of composer Mac 
MacKenzie, and multi-instrumentalist Hilton Schilder both 
formerly of The Goema Captains and The Genuines, as 
they set out to establish the Cape Town Goema Orchestra. 
Featuring Ernestine Deane, Neo Muyanga, Kyle Shepherd, 

Graeme Arendse, Shane Cooper and Teba Shumba among 
others, it tells the history and cultural journey of Goema – 
through the eyes of musicians and artists. Set against the 
backdrop of Table Mountain, the fi lm sets out to show how 
Goema is the central motif to the city’s story.

“We really wanted to take this approach of making it 
positive, to propose something else,” says Angela. “I want 
to change the chip in our minds of ‘Oh you’re coloured’ 
or ‘Oh you’re white’ to ‘Oh you dance Goema?  Yes I dance 
Goema!’ which is something which very much happens 
in Latin America. In Brazil for example people dance salsa 
and it’s something that makes people proud of their land. 
It’s about spending time and creativity so we can change 
people’s minds in a more positive way.”

Visit http://angelamaraga.blogspot.com for more about 
Angela and http://www.profoundlysouthafrican.co.za/
mama-goema for more about the fi lm.

by Toni Stuart

WORD UP
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Photo by Kent Lingeveldt
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Photo by Kent Lingeveldt
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About Kent Lingeveldt
1) Tell us a bit about yourself. 

First and foremost I am a skateboarder and run my own small company, Alpha Longboards, 
shaping custom longboard skateboards for a local and international clientele. Secondly I am a 
freelance photojournalist for West Cape News agency, as well as a urban lifestyle photographer 
with a passion for capturing the unseen, as well as that which we see daily but do not realise the 
beauty and uniqueness of.

My one great passion is confl ict/war photography, and have learnt that one does not need to 
travel abroad to capture theses subjects, but that there are battles happening all around us daily, 
and it is for this reason that I have a passion for urban subculture documentation. This would be 
music, b-boying, street art, skateboarding, etc...

2) How and when did the shutterbug bite? 
Bought my fi rst camera in 1998. It was a Russian Zenit fi lm camera that had the 1980 Moscow 
Olympics insignia on it, and found it quite symbolic as I was born in 1980. I actually recently 
found a similar one and bought it for the sentimental value. Also still great to shoot with. 

Travelling from an early age really exposed me to a world that I saw as photograph-worthy, 
and using my pictures to show our local youth what lays beyond our own backyards is a great 
motivation for me to shoot and love every moment of it.

3) What is your camera of choice?

On fi lm I shoot with either a Nikon EM or Minolta 404si. Digitally I shoot with my Nikon d70s, 
she is a 5-year old workhorse. I am partial to the Nikon as I can use my older Nikon manual 
lenses with my newer digital Nikon body.

4) Do you manipulate your photos in any way? 

Not manipulate, but rather retouch and do colour and tone corrections such as contrast and light. 
I try and shoot the picture as good as I can so that I don’t need to sit and edit for hours after. 

5) What’s your favourite movie/series etc? 

I don’t own a television so hardly watch anything, but fi nd myself overdosing on Supersport 
when I visit my parents who have satellite. I read lots though. Am a sucker for escapism 
sometimes. All time favourite author would have to be South African/Australian Bryce Courtenay 
from “Power of One” fame.

6) Favourite food? 
I am a sucker for traditional Cape stews and curries, then also love various Italian dishes. Love 
love love making a spaghetti bolognaise.

Photo by Kent Lingeveldt

7) Anything else that you follow with a passion?

Skateboarding for sure. It has really helped me see the world differently which has in turn led me 
to take the pictures that I do. Been skateboarding for 17 years and cannot imagine a day where 
the fi rst thing I do is not look out the window to check if it’s raining or not to know whether I can 
skate or not.

8) Whose work (fotos or otherwise) inspires you? 
Defi nitely Martha Cooper and Henry Chalfant, the two photographers who were important in 
documenting the birth and growth of the Hip Hop scene in New York in the 1970’s.

Then also the late Robert Capa, considered the greatest photojournalist of our time.

And last but not least, the legendary Craig R. Stecyck III. The groundbreaking photographer and 
artist who brought legends of skateboarding, the original Z-BOYS from Dogtown, into teenage 
bedrooms across the world on skate magazine pages in the 1970’s.



SEND THIS FORM TO:

info@ijr.org.za with “Power of One” in the subject line. 

Or to:  

Institute for Justice and Reconciliation

“Power of One” 

PO BOX 18094 

Wynberg 

7800 

Or give us a call or leave a note on our facebook site and we  

find ways to collect it from you.

www.ijr.org.za/

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Institute-for-Justice-and-

Reconciliation/314968111338

More Questions? Call Sharon on 021 763 7135 or email her on 

sfebruary@ijr.org.za

NAME AND SURNAME

ID / BIRTHDAY

EMAIL (if you have)

CELLNUMBER

NOMINATOR - WHO ARE YOU?

WHO ARE YOU NOMINATING? - NOMINEE

PLEASE TICK CORRECT: ORGANISATION INDIVIDUAL

NAME AND SURNAME/ 

NAME OF THE 

ORGANISATION

ADDRESS:

EMAIL:

CELLPHONE:

BIRTHDAY:

WHY DO YOU THINK 

THE PERSON/

ORGANISATION 

SHOULD RECEIVE 

THE RECONCILIATION 

AWARD 2010?

(you welcome to submit 

additional information  

such as photos etc with  

the nomination)

(300-400 words)

DOES THE NOMINEE KNOW ABOUT THE NOMINATION? YES NO

The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) is calling for nominations for the annual  IJR Reconciliation Award - 

from community builders to culture creators, entrepreneurs to game changers, who ‘ROCK’ their world; people who 

are making a difference and contributing towards nation building.

Do you know a youth leader or community based organisation that has risen above their economic, social and even geographic 

difficulties– and, in this way, is making a contribution to building a more inclusive, reconciled society?

AWARD HISTORY: 

The Institute gives an annual Reconciliation Award to an individual, community or organisation in South Africa that has contributed, in one 

way or another, towards reconciliation. 

WHO CAN BE NOMINATED?

The award is about showing the world that you as a young person are taking action, and that one person has the power to rise above their 

social circumstances/challenges. Do you know anyone who is a mover, an activist, visionary and collaborator in designing a better future 

for South Africa?

Someone or an organisation that:

• ...has helped to overcome conflict

• ...assisted to cross divides: made people from different   

 racial or religious groups or from different communities  

 work together for positive change

• ...showcased recent history

• ...got people talking about how to build a unified South Africa

• ...made people learn about different cultures,    

 ethnic groups, religions, gender

• ...organised activities to make people understand each  

 other better

The Reconciliation award will focus on a young person or community organisation who 

has risen above their circumstance and who is thereby helping to build a more inclusive 

society during the year 2010. Initiatives may include art, debates, dialogues, education, 

drama, literature, music, sport or community upliftment work.

The Institute will shortlist youth who fit the criteria from entries received. A panel will research the 

nominations and the award will be handed over on the 16th of December 2011 in Cape Town.

Prize:  A contribution to your good cause & the selected finalists 

will be featured in a special Ashley Kriel Youth Magazine edition.

Closing date for submission: 16 August 2011

��������	��
����
	�  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  � � � �� � � �

NOMINATION FORM INSTITUTE FOR JUSTICE AND RECONCILIATION AWARD 2010 - THE RULES OF ACCEPTANCE:

Nominations are open to all young people aged  

16 to 25 years old living in South Africa. 

• You cannot nominate yourself. You can nominate  

 individuals, groups and organisation. 

• Only one nomination per person is allowed.

• A completed motivation and application form needs  

 to accompany the application.

• The award will be given to youth contributed to  

 reconciliation in 2010. 

• The nominated inidividual has to be between 16 or 25  

 years old. In cases of organisations they have to work with  

 youth in the age category or members have to be within  

 that age category.

The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation announces:

T H E  2 0 1 0  R E C O N C I L I AT I O N  AWA R D 
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Shawn Smith was born in 1972 in Dallas, TX where he attended Arts Magnet High 
School and Brookhaven College before graduating from Washington University in 
St. Louis, MO with a BFA in Printmaking in 1995. Smith received his MFA in Sculpture 
from the California College of the Arts in San Francisco in 2005. He has received artist-
in-residencies from the Kala Art Institute in Berkeley, CA and the Cite Internationale 
des Arts in Paris, France. In 1996, Smith was a recipient of the Clare Hart DeGolyer 
grant from the Dallas Museum of Art. Smith’s work has been exhibited throughout 
the United States including the Austin Museum of Art, Arthouse at the Jones Center 

SCULPTURE

Double Dahl

WORD UP

(Austin), and Southern Exposure (San Francisco) among many others. In 2006, he 
was commissioned to create a monumental public sculpture in San Francisco, CA. In 
2012, his work will be included in “40 Under 40: Craft Futures” at the Smithsonian 
American Art Museum’s Renwick Gallery. Smith currently resides in Austin, Texas.

He has received artist-in-residencies from the Kala Art Institute in Berkeley, CA and the 
Cite Internationale des Arts in Paris, France. He’s also been the recipient of the Clare 
Hart DeGolyer grant from the Dallas Museum of Art and has exhibited extensively 
throughout the US.
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“...each pixel plays a crucial role in the identity of an object.”

WORD UP

SCULPTURE

“My work investigates the slippery intersection between the digital world and reality. 
Specifi cally, I am interested in how we experience nature through technology. When 
we see images of nature on TV or on a computer screen, we feel that we are seeing 
nature but we are really only seeing patterns of pixelated light.

For the past few years, I have been creating a series of “Re-things.” These whimsical 
sculptures represent pixelated animals and objects of nature. I fi nd images of my 
subjects online and then create three-dimensional sculptural representations of these 
two-dimensional images. I build my “Re-things” pixel by pixel to understand how each 
pixel plays a crucial role in the identity of an object. Through the process of pixelation, 
colour is distilled, some bits of information are lost, and the form is abstracted. Making 
the intangible tangible, I view my building process as an experiment in alchemy, 
using man-made composite and recycled materials to represent natural forms. 

In my building process, I start with a full sheet of material like plywood or MDF 
and cut it into half inch strips of varying lengths--typically half an inch to 2 foot long. 

Anvil

Vicious Venue

Schrodinger’s Hat
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SCULPTURE

I then hand dye each strip of wood individually with dyes mixed from ink and acrylic 
paint. I mix each colour by hand to create a huge palette of colours in order to give 
the sculpture more depth and visual interest before assembling the object.

My conceptual and material practice explores identity, colour, labour, technology, and 
science. As an object maker, I am interested in relating these concepts back to the 
symbiotic connection between the hand and the “thing.” This relationship is a basic 
principle in the development of the modern human--biologically, technologically, 
culturally, and scientifi cally. I am fascinated by the importance of the “thing” in our 
history and how this relationship is changing with technology, as we become more 
removed from fi rsthand experience by observing the world through a screen.”

To view more of Shawn’s work check: http://shawnsmithart.com

Doppel Fountain

Doppel Fountain Close Up
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It’s Wednesday the 27th of July 22:18 and I’m forced 
to focus on this article because a certain cell phone 
network decided to act up *mind you I had just bought 
my BIS today because I cringe at the thought of being 
disconnected, but clearly all in vain* Anyway...

So, here I am in bed plotting. How am I going to cause a 
stir again? How am I going to push the buttons of change 
that many of us secretly yearn for?

Suddenly it hit me! No matter how many times people 
complain about this cell phone network people choose 
to remain with it. When you’re powerful and confident in 
what you do people tolerate your mistakes.

See, not everyone can be a great doctor, or a double 
platinum selling rap artist but, everyone has the potential 
to be great and confident in doing what they love, we all 
have great stories to tell because we all have a past, a 
present and a future!

Young people need to start realizing that THE TIME IS 
ALWAYS NOW! The time to draft that business plan is 
NOW! The time to camp out in front of major studios to 
get a deal is NOW! The time to learn is NOW! The time to 
live is NOW! The time to make a difference is NOW! You 
are more than just looks, followers and friend requests.

In the words of Christopher Lasch: “We are all 
revolutionaries now, addicts of change.”

Without you, No History of our time will be written! 
No paths will be paved for the coming generations! 
No heroes will be carved as sacred statues! The world 
needs each and every one of us to strive to make a 
difference, so start the conversation and take the first 
step in making a Change.

You are a unique product, you have something very 
special to offer the world, build yourself as a powerful 
and confident brand people, not only will people respect 

your courage and leadership, but in doing so, people 
will learn to tolerate your mistakes because you are 
offering the world something bigger and grander and 
that is YOU!

“Be-U-tiful” dream big and remember:

“On your tombstone 
stands your birth date 
and your death date 
but what matters is 
the hash in between”
–unknown

Make a difference.

With love
-DelaRoss-

The time
is NOW!

by DelaRoss

WORD UP
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Nadine Matthews officially launched her career 
as a vocalist in 2009 at the first Listeners Space 
session. Since then she has been sharing her 
conversational lyrics and melodic, mellow tones 
with various audiences with a full band and 
acoustically at venues around Cape Town.

Her musical journey started in junior school in 
the choir and continued with private lessons 
in Cape Town. From the invaluable lessons 
at Monday night jam sessions, showcases 
such as Johnnie Walker Jazz Impressions and 
the Jazzathon 2002, Nadine contemplated 
showcasing original work.

In 2003 Nadine followed her passion for travel 
and explored London for 2 years where she 
attended the Saturday Jazz School at Richmond 
College. Jazz theory and Performance classes 
provided Nadine with the opportunity to 
perform at venues such as Jazz Cafe, College 
showcases and Battersea Barge.

Upon her return to Cape Town in 2005, 
Nadine was blessed to perform with pioneering 
Hip Hop outfit BVK (Brasse Vannie Kaap) at 

events such as Skouspel 2006, MTN Festival 
at Artscape and Killarney to mention a few. 
She also had the opportunity to join Langarm 
(Ballroom) “institution”, The Ikey Gamba Dance 
Band, who have been in existence for almost 6 
decades, which provided Nadine with valuable 
experience of working with a band.

FEATURE

WORD UP

Nadine Matthews 

Having developed an appreciation for various 
musical genres and styles, Nadine finally took 
the plunge and created work rooted in Jazz, 
R&B and Soul. She started working on her 
original songs while performing with the Mark 
Sheppard Jazz Project. She is influenced by a 
range of Soul and Jazz artists both international 

Photo by Mark Le Grange

“She draws her 
inspiration from 
everyday life...”
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FEATURE

WORD UP

and local and reflects the smooth and mellow 
style of her own offerings.

She draws her inspiration from everyday 
life using the emotions relating to achieving 
personal goals and living life to the fullest. With 
the support and composing input of musicians 
such as Stephen Richardson (drums) and 
Denver Damons (guitar) as well as producers 
Grenville Williams and EJ von Lyrik (High 
Voltage Entertainment), Nadine creates songs 
that speak to the soul.

Over and above her personal performances, 
Nadine also hosts an event known as Listeners 
Space through her company, Platform 7 
Productions, co-owned by Ricardo Nunes. 
Listeners Space provides a platform for up-and-
coming and professional artists to share their 
work in an intimate setting.

Nadine continues to perform her work around 
venues in Cape Town. She is currently working 
towards completing her first album. Look out for 
the launch of her first single, ‘Let Go’, set to be 
released early 2011.

“Nadine 
creates songs 
that speak to 

the soul.”

Photos by Mark Le Grange
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Based in Johannesburg and coming from a small dusty township, Mzinoni (Bethal, 
Mpumalanga), this young woman is a sure go-getter! Qba is currently signed to Get Bred 
Entertainment. Boasting a powerful voice, presence and lyrics, Qba has proven to be a 
force to be reckoned with both in the streets as well as on formal stages (Johannesburg 
Stadium, SOWETO FESTIVAL, Street Pop and Back to the city). 

Qba has consistently been active in the recording industry since the year 2000, 
contributing as lyricist, vocalist and executive producer. In addition to being a respected 
performer and songwriter,  she has written for a national magazine and produced 
the script of the play “Shadowed by an angel” having worked extensively at script 
development with Malcolm Purkey, artistic director of the Market Theatre in that project.  
She is a regular participant in educational lectures at music conferences, and seminars.  

FEATURE

WORD UP

QBA
(Cuba), recording artist, soul 

singer actress and model.

Bold. Fresh. Driven.
This is



Qba has since become one of the most sought after female hip hop performers in South Africa, and 
has shared the stage with the phenomenal Thandiswa Mazwai, Zulu Boy, HHP, Gang of Instrumentals, 
Black Coffee and DJ Mbuso as well as many respected underground artists. 

She has since recorded two mixtapes and an EP as well as featuring on various compilations 
including three volumes of HYPE Sessions and the METRO FM Exodus Mixtape. As an artist Qba has 
collaborated with many artists across various genres. These include the music industry’s renowned 
producers Alexus, Gabie Leroux and R&B Singers, Tee Kay and Labella. Qba has also worked with the 
likes of local rap legends Cashless Society, 3WR, Mischief, DJ Kenzhero and Tbo Touch. 

Qba Is an Innovative talent, acknowledged in various musical genres as a forerunner of tomorrow’s 
music. The video of “It’s rough” in collaboration with reggae artist Born Afrikan as well as the street 
anthem “Junky jungle jozi” are currently a favourite on Soweto TV and Music Lounge (SABC1). 
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Qba strives to stretch the idea of MC further than the hip hop stage and has ventured into Jazz, 
Reggae and even House music stages as MC and hostess. These shows include the likes of Thembisa’s 
ELEMENT EVENTS, celebrating Female house DJs.

The plight of women in the world is a driving force and resounding statement in Qba’s music. The 
underground hit record “Street Chicks” is a great representation of this sentiment. Qba is one of those 
women who love women.  The alias SUPAMAMA, is a celebration of the power of woman, always 
striving to push the envelope in exposing the potential of the female. Qba also appears in the newly 
innovative “Meadowlands 1852 Video Mixtapes” directed by Lizo Sonkwala as speaker and performer.

For bookings contact: 074 184 8622/074 655 8789 www.facebook.com/QbaNkosi 

Qba’s first mixtape GUTTER BUTTER VOL1, hosted by Dj Zakes is available free for download on 
www.vinyl1980.com. LOOK OUT FOR gutter butter vol2 SOON TO HIT THE WORLD! 
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She started writing her first piece 
at the age of twelve with the 
intention of simply expressing 
herself and releasing some of 
the frustrations that she had to 
deal with. This first writing then 
developed into a song ‘Life’s No 
Metaphor’, and was Blaq Pearl’s 
first single. 

Her music entails social content, controversial 
issues and is concerned with empowerment 
and real life experiences. She describes her 
music as a fusion of African/Soul/Jazz/R&B and 
Hip Hop. Since March 2011 she was the only 
woman along with seven independent male 
artists, collaborating in the theatre production: 
AFRIKAAPS which debuted at the KKNK and 
ended its successful run at The Baxter Theatre 
in April. Soon after this in May she featured 
in the Badilisha Poetry Exchange Festival, 
representing South Africa alongside four 
international artists. 

With news that her next album was ready for 
release, Word Up took some time to reach out 
to the songstress for some info.

1) You’ve been on the live music 
scene and travelled for quite 
some time. Have you been able 
to achieve the goals you set 
at the start of your career?  
Yes. My objective has always been to make use 
of the talent I have to the best of my ability 
and to apply it in a positive way. As a result 
I am able to express myself creatively and 
develop content relevant to people’s everyday 
experiences. I bring about awareness of various 
issues that we all deal with and heal through 
my writing and performances (connecting from 

soul to soul). Also being continually productive 
allows me to make my dreams a reality.

2) What have you learned from 
your extensive experience in the 
industry?
I learned that [being in the industry] is hard 
work and it’s important for you as an artist to 
educate yourself on all levels of the industry so 
that you can protect yourself and be able 
to handle multiple tasks yourself if need be...

3) What has changed this time 
around?
I’ve learnt and am now more mature about 
industry matters. It’s my growing opinion that 
one cannot be conscious and cautious enough 
when being in the music industry. It’s important 
for me to continue making better decisions 
with the aim of having the best outcomes 
possible.

4) Have you been able to obtain 
the key players for your team 
yet?
It’s very difficult to find people who you can 
trust, regarding management, bookings and 
promotions. Furthermore, I find there is a 
lack of these people with the full extent of 
experience and knowledge on a professional 
level (maybe I just haven’t met them yet).
Even though I get approached often it’s not that 
easy [to find them]…I believe you have to find 
someone that respects who you are and what 
you do. This kind of person should be able to 
handle your affairs with transparency and with 
great efficiency. I remain optimistic and keep 
doing my thing! 

5) What is the name of the new 
album?
Against all odds.

6) Do the songs follow a central 
theme?
My songs have always been about real life 
issues and experiences. So that would be it. 
On this album I sing about my own life story, 
people’s experience working long hours and 
being underpaid, heritage, love and the role 
of mothers. There’s a song for sisters in the 
context of liberating one self and each other 
from abuse, and another about the feeling 
music gives me. There are intense topics and 
also very light, happy tracks. A few songs were 
written for me by other composers and those 
sound very good.

7) What are you hoping to achieve 
with the new album?
Maximum exposure and don’t 
misunderstand…for me it’s not about the 
fame, but rather getting masses of people 
around the world to hear my music. I hope that 
they will appreciate my talent and the realness 
that I share. I want to keep selling my albums, 
contributing to my own financial security, my 
family’s and my team, enabling me to continue 
doing what I do.

8) Would you say that the band is 
integral to the Blaq Pearl sound?
Firstly I think my voice is integral to the Blaq 
Pearl sound. My band is amazingly talented, 
they are phenomenal indeed, and having 
them back me really enhances my stage 
performance… 

9) Anything else you would like 
the readers to know?
The first single from my new album has 
already been released; it’s on my website 
and facebook pages as well as other websites 
like www.fashionek.co.za.

When I return from touring in Europe with 
Afrikaaps (September – November 2011), 
I plan to tour locally to promote ‘Against all 
odds’. So people should keep their ears to the 
ground and eyes on my social network pages 
for updates on where it’s all happening.

Connect to Blaq Pearl’s links to stay in the loop:
www.blaqpearl.co.za
Facebook; Janine ‘Blaq Pearl’
www.youtube.com/Blaqpearl1
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After rising through the ranks of the South 
African Hip hop fraternity from his early 
days as a B-boy, Hamma has worked almost 
tirelessly and his title as a talented, versatile, 
and evolving artist, is well deserved. 

This ‘King of the cuts’ is a member of the 
formidable turntable trio known as Spindle 
Crew, and regular feature on the DJ scene. 
His sets are comprised of complicated, multi- 
genre experiments, executed with ease and 
precision. He currently performs alongside 
SA Hip Hop icon HHP.

Hamma has gone on to play sets throughout 
Africa, Europe and Asia and has appeared 
alongside countless international recording 

stars such Kelis, Cypress Hill, De La Soul, 
Limp Biscuit, Black Eyed Peas, Talib Kweli, 
Black Thought, DJ Qbert, Wyclef, Akon and 
many others. 

Is there anything he hasn’t achieved? 
Hamma released his debut album and 
is currently collaborating with the artist 
Static-P a.k.a “the coolest Zulu alive” on a 
new project.

I caught up with him at the swanky 15 on 
Orange hotel. He was enjoying the warm 
weather of his hometown. I got right onto 
the task of getting us more info on his long 
awaited debut CD. 

�� Hamma

WORD UP
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“...his title as a talented, versatile, and evolving artist, is well deserved.” 

CTRLALTDEL
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1) What’s the name of the album?  
‘CTRLALTDEL’/ Control Alt Delete: A non responsive project
It’s taken from the keys you press when your PC freezes and you 
can’t get it to respond. The PC kept messing up and freezing. 
I consulted a fellow muso and the guy would always say: “Control 
Alt Delete, Control Alt Delete”. 

2) How long did you take to complete recording it?
I started production on it way back in 2006 but then had to stop 
working on it when I went on tour with Zubz and other artists. After 
getting back from touring in China I decided to finish the project 
because some of the songs were becoming a bit dated. It took 
awhile because some songs were incomplete… I didn’t have a 
chorus or hook so I worked with artists who could add the finishing 
touches. And then I learned how to the EQ and mix all the tracks 
myself, after a friend from Switzerland gave me a crash course. 

3) What can we expect to hear on the CD?
It’s all original production by me with rappers and vocalists to 
complement the tracks. So quite a few featured artists, and also two 
scratch tracks featuring my Swiss DJ homies, B-Kut and Pac Man.

4) The list of featured artists?
Zubz, Jitsvinger, J Buxx, Hishaam, Reason The Mass, HHP, Tumi
Ben Sharpa, Amu, Optic, EJ von Lyrik, RJ Benjamin and J-Something. 

5) Why did you send it overseas to be mastered?
I tried to master the tracks but that’s a totally different ball game, 
and instead decided to send the album to Gremlin studios in 
Chicago. The studios in SA are very expensive, some start at R330 
per song for mastering. Over in the states it was cheaper because 
of the number of studios that offer mastering and they also knew 
how to master tracks with a hip-hop “ear”. I didn’t have to worry 
about the bottom frequencies being turned down due to engineers 
who had a pop music background.

6) How important is presentation of the 
finished product?
Well I had my CD printed and duplicated professionally.

passion for DJ-ing I had before, and it’s just been difficult to 
practise for the past 2 years because of my busy touring schedule. 
No locking myself indoors for weeks on end and scratching 
everyday like I used to. [Word Up: Sounds like he’s about to go 
back into the lab]

At this time people are starting to come over and take orders for 
supper so he quickly scans the menu and is a bit dismayed at the 
lack of meat dishes. I take a few quick snapshots and thank him for 
taking the time to talk.

You can get a copy of Ctrl Alt Del at Soul Candi in Jozi or just 
connect with Hamma on facebook. Otherwise check the tunes at 
the link: http://soundcloud.com/djhamma

7) And legal representation?
Anything to do with my DJ-ing I handle myself; people can usually 
just contact me. When it comes to touring with HHP I’ll use the 
same agency he does. I also have a lawyer who helps me out, just 
reading through contracts for any loopholes, because people are 
getting screwed over big time. You might get paid for one event 
and then find out you committed yourself to a quite few free 
appearances if you don’t check things. He also advises me on 
who to work with based on their reputation in the industry.

8) What’s the reception to the album so far?
I gave copies of it to HHP and his people and everyone wanted to 
know who did the beats, which is sweet. [Hinting at the fact that 
he could sell his beats to artists] I don’t consider it a mainstream 
album at all but was asked to submit it for SAMA nomination.

9) Is it getting any radio play at the moment?
Mostly campus and community radios are spinning tracks from the 
album and 5FM played one of my tracks as well. Ïn Joburg if they 
don’t know you, they won’t play your music. You won’t even get your 
music play listed, I hate that. I could have approached some people 
that I know but I wanted the experience of getting my music played 
on merit alone, without pulling any strings. I sent a copy of my album 
to Cape Town but we’ll see if it ever gets played here.

I’m getting a good response to the track, ‘Padapa’, it features HHP 
and Cassper, that’s just spreading like wildfire. It’s destined to be 
a summer anthem. 
[Word Up: After hearing the song on his Soundcloud page I can 
see potential for summer anthem status.]
I like the track with Static P, called ‘Right now remix’ it also features 
KG from Morafe. 

We shot a few videos for songs; those are linked to my pages if 
people want to see them. I edited those videos myself. The aim 
is to handle everything in-house. We’ve got our own cameras 
and other equipment. You have to do it that way because another 
person won’t always be able to fully realise the vision you have 
in your mind. 

I still consider myself a DJ first not a producer. I’ve still got the 

WORD UP

“I still consider myself a 
DJ first not a producer.” 
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GRAFFITI

At park jams from Paarl to Bonteheuwel, he casts an unassuming silhouette 
against a vibrecrete wall. A gloved hand sprays paint in arcs and lines to give life 
to angelic female fi gures, animals of the wild and everything in between. Meet 
graffi ti artist, Prefi x. 

Real name: Rizah Potgieter, Prefi x hails from Mitchell’s Plain. “I started graffi ti in 
2002, when a friend and I just decided one day to buy some cans and go out at 
night to paint on anything we could, think I put up over 50 tags just because I 
couldn’t stop,” he says. 

He started putting up throw ups and chromies, until he met Dos4 and Tips137 
and started a crew called SOA (Students of Art). “We put up more legal art 
because there came a point where we didn’t see the need to bomb because 
most of the time people in our neighbourhood would say ‘Yes’ when we asked 
for walls,” says Prefi x.

Growing up in Mitchell’s Plain, he was inspired by Mak1, Ice7, Falko, Mantis, 
Sky189 and Anoy for their diverse lettering and character styles.

“Now I’ve created my own style and don’t collect anything but books on techniques, 
anatomies, animals, landscapes and some cultural books because it broadens my 

“A gloved hand sprays paint in arcs and lines to 
give life to angelic female fi gures, animals of the 
wild and everything in between.”

refixP
by Toni Stuart

WORD UPPhoto by Kent Lingeveldt
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has become more patient, open-minded, understanding and observant through 
his work. “Most importantly I’ve learned that everything is perfect in its true form, 
don’t try to be someone else its ten times harder because their lifestyles have 
been molded just for them and nobody else. Be yourself, and do you, no matter 
what anybody says,” he says.

And fi nally, why does he paint? “I paint to give a message, like writing poetry with 
a spray can or a brush. When I was younger it was more about hatred and anger 
and it was much more a scapegoat than actually having any meaning attached to 
it, but now I’ve converted it to something that I can meditate on and be peaceful 
at the same time. It keeps me focused, humbled and blocks out all negativity 
surrounding me,” says Prefi x.

E-mail: prefi cks@gmail.com

GRAFFITI

perception on art itself other than just the normal New York 80’s style graffi ti. 
I respect all art forms and I’m not afraid to use different mediums,” he says.

Prefi x has taken his signature style to visual art, and is presently working on his 
fi rst solo exhibition, entitled Frame of Mind. For him there was no distinction 
between visual art and graffi ti: he used the same techniques and always made 
sure he had ultimate freedom. 

His art is informed by “the simple and the complicated things”. He pays attention 
to everything, especially animals and people. Music with fl ow and rhythm – 
Thievery Corporation, Typical Cats and Mos Def – also inspires his ideas and sets 
the mood while he works. “I’m also inspired by the wise elders that always have 
a different story to tell with funny motives,” he says.

Art has the power to affect not only the viewer but also the artist. Prefi x says he 

“For him there was no distinction between visual art and graffi ti...”

Photos by Kent Lingeveldt

WORD UP
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Skaftien is a non-profit initiative that takes the 
form of an arts event where established and 
up-and-coming artists give of their time freely 
to raise funds for a community arts project.

The initiative was started by a group of eclectic 
young people to give people with creative ideas a 
chance to access independent funding and to give 
those interested in creative ideas an opportunity to 
help bring these ideas to life. 

How it works: 

Tickets to a Skaftien event costs R60 and includes 
a home cooked meal. 

What makes this event slightly different from your 
normal fundraiser is that the audience has a say in the 
outcome of the event. 

“Between the activities, you listen to six short 
proposals from creative projects and cast your vote 
for your favourite proposal. The project that receives 
the most votes is awarded a grant from the proceeds 
of the event. The project then returns to the next 
event to report back on how the funding has brought 
the idea to life,” says Paula Akugizibwe, one of the 
event organisers. 

While the event is aimed at raising funds and 
awareness around a creative project, Paula says it is 
also a way to share creative energy and “a free space 

for people all over Cape Town to get together to eat, 
laugh, enjoy and support the arts”. 

Skaftien not only focuses on one community. 
The idea is to move around to various areas in Cape 
Town. 

Skaftien was first showcased in Johannesburg. 
Because of its success there, the initiative moved 
to Cape Town.

The first event was held in Gugulethu in May where 
R6 000 was raised. At the May event performers 
included Jazzart, Kanyi, and the Big Brain Academy 
jazz band. 

As a name for the initiative, Skaftien is apt.
“It means ‘lunch box’. This has a reference both 

to it being a community meal, and to the spirit of the 
initiative which [reminds] us that everyone shares 
something and everyone takes something away. 
It’s about giving and receiving,” explains Paula. 

Looking at Cape Town, it has a high concentration 
of non-profit, non-governmental and community-
based organisations. When asked why the general 
public and performers should support Skaftien, 
Paula says: “Ours is a structure that is democratic 
and direct. It is a structure without hierarchy or 
bureaucracy. People decide where they’d like their 
money to go. 

“The direct face-to-face (interaction) with the 
project proposers also ensures accountability.”

There is a widespread belief that today’s youth are 
apathetic to society’s needs and ills. The belief is that 
young people are only concerned with what happens 
within their inner circle. 

“To those who say young people are apathetic, 
I would say that the issue is often that young people 
care but lack the avenues to enact the change they 
would like to see, and yet we can’t just hope to find 
spaces to do what we want to do. We have to create 
these spaces.

“Perhaps what we face is not a lack of concern but 
a lack of imagination and the confidence to execute 
our imagination. This is one of the beautiful things 
about Skaftien: it allows people to create a space that 
meets their needs,” she says.

The next event moves to Athlone where the group 
is hoping to be even more successful. 

To find out how you can get involved email 
skaftien.org@gmail.com or send an SMS to 
082 254 1814.

Meaning? Lunch box.
By Nadine Christians

to raise funds for a
The initiative was 

young people to give
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How it works: 
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VERSE

Woman Verse by M. Coco Putuma 

This is her narrative, drawing comparative analysis
 That cannot be defined by the architect of her hips or backside
These words a microscope into her body smile and mind 
Aligned with the testament of time
That by breath, dust and rib- from Adam
A masterpiece unfathomable was fashioned and formed
Beyond conventional norms of society’s
 Stating-
All they were destined to be 
Are - child bearers, rape victims, punching bags, secretaries, 
all things derogatory, burden carriers, wives
And a mere shadows of the xy chromosome? 
I said a lineage of greatness is born 
Women that have stood on the front lines of battlefields
Yielded their present for the future of others,
 Mothers of inspiration, civil rights movements, 
Preachers, prophetesses, goddesses, and nothing less
 Than bravery,
Affectionate and gifted hands
Unafraid to be transparent in lifting up their vulnerability
To be seen, to be heard, to be living monuments in historical 
chapters 
As their resilience and virtue
 Combine to project a relentless spirit and boldness confined 
in the stride of her walk
Her talk oozes proverbs
The universe is but herds  
Flocking to her breasts to suckle on the milk that strengthens 

Young ones
One,
 Become two, to become mass pedigrees of a masterpiece 
unsold
More precious than Gold
Woman- 
You ought to be told that you are indescribable and ridiculously 
exquisite 
This pen visits the passages and corridors
Of your silent pain and wars
To find you
Undefeated
Unscarred 
And 
Victorious 
Let your notorious cellulite map out the geography 
to a sight called 
Flawless
Your fat will be the pillow of consolation 
That more women may embrace their imperfections 
that are but perfections 
In the eyes of “loving yourself regardless’
Your bones are the rock where men will be grounded 
Your dreams founded and accomplished 
And your skeleton relishing 
In the undisputable truth that you – woman 
You Are Phenomenal.

Wo
g comparative analysisomparative analys
he architect of her hips or backsidearchitect of her hi  or backside
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Kuils River based rapper/songwriter Elfredo Peters 

aka Phoenix, known as Kuila se laaitie, started 

out nine years ago joining a crew called Rapbels, 

performing at local events, carnivals etc. 
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Going the solo route in 2005, he dropped an 
underground album ‘Rise vannie as’ and was the 
first artist signed by Cape Awake Records. At the label 
he worked alongside many prominent Cape Town 
acts on the Afrikaans compilation called ‘Skrikwakker’. 
Phoenix shared the stage with the upper echelon like 
Jitsvinger, Terror MC and Isaac Mutant, to name a 
few. Two years later (2007) he participated in battles 
hosted by Mobcow Records, earning and successfully 
defending the title, champion of the month. He was 
a featured artist on Suburban Menace’s album, ‘Sub 
Concious’ (2008).

He then joined the label, Capitalist Coloured 
Entertainment (Cap Col Ent.), recording his solo 
EP ‘Fresh oppie scene’, with SA DMC battle veteran 
DJ Codax and beat maker Denver Hart on production. 
He shot a video for the single, ‘Kuila se laaitie’ and 
appeared on the Cap.Col mixtape, ‘Mete wet en 
‘n waarheid’. He’s performed shows in Mosselbay, 
George, Uniondale and appeared on radio, GHFM, 
Bush Radio, Eden FM and an internet radio station 
in Wisconsin USA. Phoenix is an active participant 
in workshops at schools and prisons all over the 
Western Cape, helping to uplift the youth.

We chat to Phoenix about his career and the 
impending release of his next solo album.

Photo by Gavin Bloys
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“After 9/10 years of 
creating music, I’m doing 
it independently now!...”

1) You’ve been on quite a few labels throughout
your recording career. Why is it that you
changed labels so frequently?  
The first label I was on was Cape Awake Records but it crashed 
after the death of my producer/manager/CEO of the label 
(Clebo..R.I.P)...

 The passing of Clebo was one of the main reasons, but I moved 
from one label to the next, searching for a movement that would 
push me closer to where I wanted to be. And after 9/10 years of 
creating music, I’m doing it independently now! Starting from 
scratch building my name and brand the way I want to...NIE NOG 
WATIE!

2) Added to your list of responsibilities is the 
role of manager. How are you coping with this 
development?

Managing myself takes more time and at the moment I’m just 
trying 2 use as many of my contacts to keep going. 

3) Why did you call your new album ‘Nie nog
watie’?

‘Nie Nog watie’ is a Kuils River expression that means. It’s done, 
finished, just so (that’s how it is). 

4) How long have you been working on the
album?

It’s taken a month of nonstop recording during week days...
everyday... just grinding, but I’m still not satisfied yet.

5) Have all the challenges made you change 
anything about your music this time around?

Yes, because I had to restart more than once, it made me 
approach the new disc from a fresh angle.

6) Who did the beats/productions?

I have David ‘DGB’ Moos, and my featured producers on the 
album are Denver Hart for beatbornproductnz!, Dokter of Kallitz 
and DJ Codax!

7) Are there any featured artists on the 
new disc?

Mob and Narc of Suburban Menace, MC Cole, Exploze, and Speed.

8) Any places where we can link to your music 
online?

My website titled ‘Kuila se laaitie’, is under construction. My 
mixtape, songs, music videos/battle clips and singles will be 
available soon.

9) Where can people get their hands on a copy?

At the upcoming album launches in Kuils River, Cape Town, 
Tulbagh and Ceres.

If there are any setbacks with the events or you miss all of the ‘Nie 
nog watie’ album shows, you can order a copy from me by calling 
083 739 8233 or inbox me via facebook EL PHOENIX...PEACE!



We review movies currently on circuit and a few forthcoming attractions
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Bad Teacher 

Cast: Cameron Diaz, Justin Timberlake, 
Jason Segel, Lucy Punch, 
John Michael Higgins
Director: Jake Kasdan 
Release Date: Fri 02 Sep 2011
Classification: 16LNSD

Rise Of The Planet Of The Apes 
Cast: James Franco, Freida Pinto, John Lithgow, Brian Cox, Tom Felton, 
Andy Serkis
Director: Rupert Wyatt  Release Date: 12 August 2011
Classification: TBA 

RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES is the first live-action film in the history 
of movies to star, and be told from the point of view of, a sentient animal 
-- a character with human-like qualities, who can strategize, organize and 
ultimately lead a revolution, and with whom audiences will experience a 
real emotional bond. The film was impossible to make until the technology, 
invented for Avatar and now advanced to a new dimension, caught up to the 
idea behind the movie. 

This work is complemented by the unique and extraordinary achievements 
of Andy Serkis (Golem from Lord of the rings), the world’s foremost 
performance capture actor, who infuses Caesar with nuance, soul, wisdom 
and heart. 

RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES is an origin story in the truest sense
of the term. Set in present day San Francisco, the film is a reality-based 
cautionary tale, a science fiction/science fact blend, where man’s experiments 
with genetic engineering lead to the development of intelligence in apes 
and the onset of a war for supremacy.

Some teachers just don’t give an F. For 
example, there’s Elizabeth (Cameron 
Diaz). She isn’t a teacher because it’s 
noble, it’s just a job, a necessity: she 
has to pay the rent. In fact, her soul 
motivation is to find a way that she never 
has to teach again.

She’s foul-mouthed, ruthless, and wildly 
inappropriate. She drinks, she gets high, 
and she can’t wait to marry her meal 
ticket and get out of her bogus day job.

When she’s dumped by her fiancé, she 
sets her plan in motion to win over a 
rich, handsome substitute – the heir to 
a watch fortune – named Scott Delacorte 

(Justin Timberlake) – competing for 
his affections with an overly energetic 
colleague, Amy (Lucy Punch).

When Elizabeth also finds herself 
fighting off the advances of a sarcastic, 
irreverent gym teacher (Jason Segel), the 
consequences of her wild and outrageous 
schemes give her students, her co-
workers, and even herself an education 
like no other.

WORD UP

Friends With Benefits
Cast: Justin Timberlake, Mila Kunis, Patricia Clarkson, 
Jenna Elfman, Woody Harrelson
Director: Will Gluck
Release Date: Fri 16 Sep 2011
Classification: 16LS

Dylan (Justin Timberlake) and Jamie 
(Mila Kunis) certainly aren’t in a settling-
down frame of mind. When New York-
based executive recruiter Jamie trains her 
considerable headhunting skills on luring 
hotshot LA-based art director Dylan to 
take a dream job in the Big Apple, they 
quickly realize what kindred spirits they 
are. They’ve each been through so many 
failed relationships that they’re both 
ready to give up on love and focus on 
having fun.

So when Dylan relocates to New York and 
the pair start hanging out regularly, they 
share plenty of laughs over a twin belief 
that love is a myth propagated 
by Hollywood movies. That’s when these 

two begin a deliciously sexy, decidedly 
grown-up experiment.

Could these two fast friends – who are 
successful, unattached, and scornful of 
commitment - explore new terrain?

If they add casual “no emotions” sex to 
their friendship, can they avoid all the 
pitfalls that come with thinking about 
someone else as more than just a pal?

As two people weaned on the 
disappointing promises of romantic 
comedies, Dylan and Jamie shouldn’t 
be entirely surprised when their bold 
move becomes a bawdy, sexy ride into 
uncharted territory.

Tree Of Life
Cast: Brad Pitt, Sean Penn, Jessica Chastain, 
Fiona Shaw, Irene Bedard, Hunter McCracken, 
Laramie Eppler, Tye Sheridan
Director: Terrence Malick 
Release Date: 12 August 2011
Classification: 13M

From director Terrence Malick comes a 
thought provoking film experience. His 
fifth film, THE TREE OF LIFE, is a hymn 
to life, exploring answers to the most 
haunting and personal human questions 
through a kaleidoscope of the intimate 
and the cosmic, from the raw emotions 
of a family in a small Texas town to the 
wildest, infinite edges of space and 
time, from a boy’s loss of innocence to a 
man’s transforming encounters with awe, 
wonder and transcendence. 

An impressionistic story of a Midwestern 
family in the 1950’s, the film follows 
the life journey of the eldest son, Jack, 
through the innocence of childhood to 

his disillusioned adult years as he tries 
to reconcile a complicated relationship 
with his father (Brad Pitt). Jack (played 
as an adult by Sean Penn) finds himself 
a lost soul in the modern world, seeking 
answers to the origins and meaning of life 
while questioning the existence of faith.

Through Malick’s signature imagery, 
we see how both brute nature and 
spiritual grace shape not only our lives 
as individuals and families, but all life.

Crazy Stupid Love
Cast: Steve Carell, Julianne Moore, Ryan Gosling, 
Emma Stone, Marisa Tomei, Kevin Bacon
Directors: Glenn Ficarra and John Requa
Release Date: 26 August 2011
Classification: 13ML

At forty something, straight-laced Cal 
Weaver (Steve Carell) is living the 
dream—good job, nice house, great 
kids and marriage to his high school 
sweetheart. But when Cal learns that his 
wife, Emily (Julianne Moore), has cheated 
on him and wants a divorce, his “perfect” 
life quickly unravels.

In today’s single world, Cal, who hasn’t 
dated in decades, stands out as the 
epitome of un-smooth. Spending his 
free evenings sulking alone at a local bar, 
the hapless Cal is taken on as wingman 
and protégé to handsome lothario Jacob 
Palmer (Ryan Gosling). In an effort to 
help Cal get over his wife and start living 
his life, Jacob opens Cal’s eyes to the 
many options before him: flirty women, 

manly drinks and a sense of style that 
can’t be found at Supercuts or The Gap.

Cal and Emily aren’t the only ones looking 
for love in what might be all the wrong 
places: Cal’s 13-year-old son, Robbie 
(Jonah Bobo), is in love with his 17-year-
old babysitter, Jessica (Analeigh Tipton), 
who harbors a major crush of her own…
on Cal. And even Jacob’s new-woman-
every-night modus operandi is challenged 
when he tries his best lines on Hannah 
(Emma Stone), a girl he just can’t seem to 
get out of his mind—maybe because she’s 
the first woman he’s ever met who thinks 
this player doesn’t have any game.



DJ Hamma CtrlAltDel
Reviewed by Arsenic
Label: Claws Of Steel     Genre: Hip Hop/Electronic 

Now this project came as a breath of fresh air. 
Having grown up watching DJ Hamma play sets 
all around Cape Town, playing all the best tunes, 
blended with his signature technical DJ style. This 
time around his displaying his production skills 
with his solo debut album ‘Ctrl-Alt-Del’ .

The thing I like most about this album is the 
choice of collaborations…really well thought out. 
The album is set off by a smooth, funky track titled 
‘verify the truth’ feat Zubz and Jbuxx, the two 
mcs work well together on the track, and Hamma 
murders the hook. I love the fact that there are so 
much cuts and scratches on this album, and the 
interlude ‘line 4line’ gives you just a taster of DJ 
Hamma’s skill, the track also features Bcut.

Another nice collabo is the one with Ben 
Sharpa feat Nathalie entitled ‘Everyday ish’, the 
mixture of Ben Sharpa’s commanding rhyme style 
together with the chilled vocals of Nathalie make 
for some interesting listening. The track is followed 
by ‘Still got love’ featuring Reasonthemass. By 
this point of the album, DJ Hamma is warmed up 
and really displays his skills behind the decks on 
‘Instictive (scratch interlude)’. 

DJ Hamma really impressed me with the 
production on the album, fitting each individual 
mc’s style really well, with the correct amount of 
versatility. He definitely has some clout to be able 
to get some of these collaborations together, guys 

like Hishaam and RJ Benjamin, Reasonthemass 
and EJ von Lyric, the list goes on.

I suggest you all check it out and show your 
support. DJ Hamma proves that South African hip 
hop is heading somewhere good.

Ma B Beats and Rhymes
Reviewed by Arsenic
Label: Pioneer Unit 
Genre: Maznsi Hip Hop/Spaza/Vernac  

This mixtape is definitely one for the streets, from 
the first track; you quickly see why it’s called ‘Beats 
and Rhymes’.

Now Ma B is no stranger to South African hip 
hop, many of us are more familiar with the work 
he has done with the crew Driemanskap , of which 
he is still a member. ‘Beats and Rhymes’ presents 
some of Ma B’s solo material, featuring various 
members of his crew and many of Gugs’ best MCs 
and producers.

Ma B manages to break many stereotypes and 
expectations with this solo project, he switches his 
style seamlessly between his classic Spaza style 
and English, which adds a nice easy yet hard hitting 
combination. He has a lot to say and can back it 
all up with crazy flows and rhyme structures not 
often heard in today’s watered down industry. I 
particularly liked the tracks ‘interview’, ‘Nabaya’, 
‘Survival’ and ‘Hands to the sky’.

Most of the production is handled by one of 
Cape Town’s best producers, Planet Earth, his 
production coupled with the flows of Driemanskap 
has proven to be a deadly combination, so it only 
made sense that he blessed Ma B with some of 
that distinct Boom bap flavour. Other production 

credits include Beatology, a young producer on 
the rise that I’m sure we all gonna start hearing 
more of, I really liked the beat he provided for the 
track Nabaya. Fellow Driemanskap member, El- Nino 
also lends his production talents, which balances 
the production throughout the mixtape nicely.

Another stand out factor of the mixtape is the 
quality; a good balance has been struck, with most 
of the recording and production done in house. 
D Planet handles most of the mixdowns and 
mastered the mixtape too, adding the necessary 
finishing touches, ensuring that good music is 
coupled with good sound quality, nice one!

Overall, Beats and Rhymes is a perfect 
introduction to Ma B’s individual style, proving 
Driemanskap members are just as strong 
individually as with the crew, and I’m sure we 
can expect a lot more from the other members.

Fatima ft Floating Points  
Follow you EP
Label: EGLO          Genre: Soulful/R&B/Electronic 
Having lent her talent to the recent Floating 
Points Ensemble EP, label mates and long time 
collaborators Fatima and Floating Points once 
again join forces.  The ‘Follow You’ EP showcases 
the natural chemistry between the London based/
Swedish born singer and FP’s Sam Shepherd. 
The EP’s four tracks are a cohesive expression of 
Fatima’s inner thoughts and feelings, wearing a 
warm heart boldly on its sleeve as the pair journey 
through Soul, gospel, blues and house… allowing 
the songstress to pour her emotions over Floating 
Points’ fuzzy, full bodied beats and keyboards. 

The EP starts of with ‘Cinnamon’ with 
its extended intro section of Fatima’s voice 

meandering the multiverse for a minute or so 
before the beat drops and the journey starts in 
earnest. Beat was all deep baselines and low ends 
the way I like it. 

‘Mind’ is the first true song where she sings 
and it doesn’t take long to realise she got some 
chops. The sound is as soulful as Jill Scott over 
hip-hop influenced backing tracks. The kinda 
hip-hop that’ll remind you of J Dilla…just to put 
you in the picture! The booming kick makes it an 
instant favourite and Fatima lets her flow free like 
Amel Larrieux. Yes my mind was blown!

‘Innervisions’ has floating vocals over little 
more than synth and bass notes that setup the 
tempo and atmosphere. The track has the listener 
in suspense waiting for some kind of beat that 
never appears. It’s quite impressive what Sam 
Sheperd was able to achieve here without the 
aid of drums. The EPs closer is the eight minute 
and some change track, ‘Red light’, which builds 
progressively, allowing the soulstress enough 
space to spread her wings and let her vocals soar. 
The musicality of the production kept me listening 
all the way to the end. Now I feel better for having 
listened to the EP after it had been chilling for 
about two months. Recommended listening.

Random Axe Random Axe
Label: Koch Rec   Genre: Hip hop 
Random Axe is the super group comprised of 
vets. They been surviving on nothing less than 
talent for the last couple years since things done 
changed and left the authentic boom bap out 
in the cold. Sean P, Guilty Simpson and Black 
Milk come out like an angry mob ready to kill 
somebody, anybody ... everybody in their way. 
I thought this was gonna be a hard sell since 

I knew the limits of each member. It starts off less 
than spectacular with ‘Random call’. I was ready to 
pan the album right there but thought nah lemme 
give it a chance. The very next joint, ‘Black ops’ 
got me open with one of those hard drum beats 
Black Milk is known for, okay now we talking. By 
the time Sean Price is done with his verse I’m 
already sold on Random Axe. Damn someone 
let Sean the Barbarian out the cage and he’s not 
takin any prisoners on this mission. Guilty is no 
slouch on the mic always been better than average 
and he maintains that status here. The chemistry 
throughout is solid and most times the featured 
artists add a bit of variety. Beats wise Black Milk 
doesn’t stray too far from the Detroit sound but 
adds little touches here and there that give this 
album a familiar but different feel. 

Getting back to Ruck sounding so damn 
aggressive and dope, even he admits “aint the 
same Sean from the last album, don’t smoke weed, 
I smoke emcees when I blast barrels...Sean Price 
on some new and improved sh!t, life is a chess 
game, I’m strategic with movement”… Those are 
a few lines from Ruckus on the stripped down 
banger, ‘Understand this’. Beside the 3 teaming up, 
they each have a solo track where they represent 
for self. Although the tracks are only one verse 
long Sean and Guilty have no problem flexing 
to full force within the confines of 16bars. ‘The 
Karate kid’ is Rucks solo followed by Guilty’s, 
‘Never back down’, I’m still nodding after the crew 
reunite for ‘Monster babies’, the track that set off 
the colabo idea in 2009. Truly this is nothing new 
but aggressive emceeing over some raw beats. 
Random Axe is the perfect combo of one third who 
knows how to cook up killer beats and 2 MCs who 
entertain with street level lyrical weaponry. You 
won’t find any mind-bending multi layered rhyming 
on here but that’s for the elite anyway. Wanna have 
fun? Play this you won’t be disappointed.
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MUSIC REVIEWS

These days most album releases aren’t great but on the rare occasion you could stumble onto valuable 
treasure, (an album with more than 5 good trax). Purist DJs and salty record companies beware: MP3s 
are here to stay, so get smart or get left. Here are some releases we recommend.

Disclaimer: Reviews 
are the opinion of the 

reviewer and not that of 
Word Up Productions. 

WORD UP

Submit your CD/mixtape/project for review. Email us 
on wordup.ezine@gmail.com for more info. Are you 
a musician, rapper, singer, producer, DJ, promoter or 
publicist? Do you have some info that Word Up Ezine 

should publish?

Make sure you add us to your mailing lists and break us 
off with your latest tracks.

PLEASE do not attach mp3s to emails, they will be deleted. 
If you are sending mp3s, we ask that you provide the links 
to download them. Not everything will make it into Word 

Up Ezine because we’re some picky peoples. Keep the info 
coming and we’ll keep you entertained.
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Nama Xam
and Perspektif

Rapid fi re
fl ow.

Dude... on his wrist!

WORD UP

Immortal and untouchable! 

IMMORTAL STYLE’s
reaction to winning

EVENTS

Ben10 - MC Battle 

winner

African Hip hop Indaba

MC, DMC DJ and

Beatbox Battles

Simon Witbooi hosting
the Mc Battle

Ben10 with Taktic One
(2nd place)

Anderson - Beatbox
battle winner

with Thee Angelo (2nd place)
DMC DJ Battle winner On-Q 

Paz & Redwood (2nd place)
Beatbox battle winner Anderson,

Champs
B-Boy Crew

B-Boy photos by Kent Lingeveldt
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The Best of Ekapa
Underground Hip Hop

presents

Ladies in Hip Hop

EVENTS

Black Athena

Ashleigh

Coco Putuma

Carla Diamond

Andy Leigh

Shami
ShamRock

Natasha
c. Tafari

DJ Kato

DJ Que

Swifty

Lithal Li

Sister G

Loren-lee Henderson
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Upcoming 
events:

Aug - Sept 2011

HEAVY HITTERS PRESENTS: 
DOS NOUN LIVE FROM USA
Date: Saturday, 3 September 2011
Time: 8pm
Venue: Ko’Spotong, Newtown
Cover:  R30
Supported by:  DJ KGB, Ootz on live beats + TKO 
(TOP, KGB & Ootz) Live set and Ben Sharpa

IN THE MIX

If you’d like Word Up Ezine to promote your gig, 
album release or any other event, please e-mail 
the relevant info to: wordup.ezine@gmail.com WORD UP

THE GASLAMP 
KILLER live in JHB
Date: Friday, 26 Aug 2011 
Time: 8:30pm
Venue: The Alexander Theatre,
 36 Stiemens St, Braamfontein,  
 JHB, SA
Cover: R80 till 9.30pm.  R100 after

Cape Town the following night...
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Music Video 
Production and 
Sound Editing
Aurealism Productions

Contact: Reza Williams
E-mail: aurealism@gmail.com

Sound Hire
Sound & Light City Cape Town

Sales, hiring and repairs of sound and 
lighting equipment.

Office: 081 337 2803
Cell: 076 730 4182
E-mail: assis@webmail.co.za

Unit 9, Industry Street, Enterprise Park, 
Kuils River

Tattoos
Kanasashi Tattoos

All tattoos including black & grey, portraits,  
custom designed and many more.

Contact: Bradly Kanasashi
Mobile: 072 213 5072
Shop: 021 761 0104
E-mail: tattoos@mweb.co.za

Shop 5
Nerissa Heights
Cnr. Rouxton & Landsdowne Road
Landsdowne

Design
BrandVerse Communication Agency

BTL Advertising
Branding
Graphic Design
Online Advertising
Website & Mobisite Design
Contact: Gavin Bloys
Cell: +27 (0)76 709 5023
E-mail: brandverse@gmail.com
Website: www.brandverse.co.za

Word Up Productions

Graphic Design & Photography

Contact: André or Natasha
Tel: +27 (0)21 591 2932
E-mail: wordup.productions@gmail.com

Recording Studio
Arsenic Lab

Vocal Recordings, Beats & Mix-downs
Contact: Arsenic
E-mail: arsenicbeats@gmail.com

Photography
Ference Isaacs Photography

All types of photography

Contact: Ference Isaacs
Tel: 082 935 9191
E-mail: ference.isaacs@gmail.com

CLASSIFIED

DirectoryOn the Download:

IN THE MIX

WORD UP

Spyz Blaq-Omen Mbatha - Smoke b4 you 
listen PreTape
http://www.mediafire.com/?twblm5t4s1r4bx3

Yugen Blakrok - Chatterboxin’ video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVCShsFW3Hw

                     Okuhle Bashin Gusha 
                                                  www.mediafire.com/bashin

League of Shadows Music Video
‘Too many Dreadlocks’ 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2dIUxF6JI&feature=share

  B.F.K, Foul-Play and SOV - 3 Kingz 
                          Prelude Mixtape
                 http://www.mediafire.com/?20acna5oxwao5bb

Earl Nizzel 
www.reverbnation.com/nizzel

    Wizzy G-Wizz Nkosi
      http://soundcloud.com/user3461_917/g-wizz-offtherecord

Tujay Harmoniquez-The Chairman 
Mixtape hosted by Tha Cutt
http://www.mediafire.com/chairman

AndyLeigh
http://www.reverbnation.com/andyleigh


